I. INTRODUCTION
In January 2003, as war with Iraq loomed and thousands of American troops received orders to deploy to the Middle East, some men took the time to visit a sperm bank. 1 Rather than acting as donors, they deposited sperm for their own use, in case exposure to chemical or biological weapons, or even vaccinations, caused fertility problems upon their return.
2 Similar stories were reported as soldiers deployed for the Gulf War in 1991, 3 including a campaign to inform men in the military that sperm banks were an option for them. 4 In addition to the soldiers that worried about chemical hazards, many men have banked their sperm because they are cancer patients whose treatments may render them sterile, athletes vulnerable to groin injuries, or for other reasons. 5 Most of these men hope to use the sperm themselves in the future. 6 But what if the man dies, and his widow or girlfriend gives birth to a baby years later? What effect will this child have on the man's will?
This problem has been discussed in legal literature for over forty years, but we are still struggling with the solutions. In 1962, W. Barton Leach, Story Professor of Law at Harvard, predicted that the new phenomenon of sperm banks, created to protect the issue of astronauts from mutations caused by ionizing radiation in space, posed a threat to the common law Rule Against Perpetuities. 7 Because the sperm could be preserved indefinitely, the astronaut's widow could have his children long after a life in being plus twenty-one years, thus invalidating bequests that once would have been routinely upheld. Fifteen years after Professor Leach's prediction, an Australian newspaper reported that a widow had given birth to a child using her deceased husband's cryopreserved sperm. 8 The obstacles to a postmortem conception ("PMC") child inheriting are considerable. First, the widow or girlfriend must obtain the sperm after the man's death; then, she must become pregnant and give birth to a child; finally, the child must prove paternity and make a timely claim against the estate. But assuming that all these obstacles can be overcome, and in many cases they have, can the child inherit from the predeceased father? This Article will examine one common fact pattern, in which the father dies leaving a will and frozen sperm. When we construe the will, should we take into account the possibility that children might be born years after his death?
II. EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM
The best evidence we have that postmortem conception has occurred is the babies themselves. Newspapers have reported several instances of successful pregnancies using a deceased man's sperm. 9 Four court cases have addressed the issue of whether children conceived after their fathers' deaths are entitled to inherit 6 . Davis, supra note 5 (noting that of 2400 depositors at California Cryobank, 2000 banked sperm for their own possible future use). 14 (doctors announced the first successful birth of a human conceived from eggs and sperm that were both frozen). In 1999, the University of California at San Francisco reported the first baby born using sperm retrieved from her father after he had died. Fertility Experts Face New Life-and-Death Ethical Issues, UCSF DAYBREAK NEWS (Apr. 12, 1999), at http://www.ucsf. edu/daybreak/1999/04/12_vernoff.html. the requests being made in the last year of the study. 18 Newspapers recount stories of wives or girlfriends freezing the sperm of recently deceased men, 19 and several law review articles have debated the legality and ethics of sperm harvesting. 20 The practice is common enough that the American Society for Reproductive Medicine has issued a policy on postmortem retrieval of gametes, stating that "[a] spouse's request that sperm or ova be obtained terminally or soon after death without the prior consent or known wishes of the deceased spouse need not be honored." 21 In 1998, the New York Task Force on Life and the Law recommended legislation prohibiting the retrieval of gametes from deceased persons or living persons incapable of providing informed consent, unless the individual consented in writing to the retrieval under these circumstances, or the person seeking to retrieve the gametes established extraordinary circumstances in a judicial proceeding. 22 An American Bar Association committee has circulated a discussion draft of a statute, the "Model Reproductive Technologies Act," which would make it unlawful to collect gametes from a dead person without a written testamentary document authorizing the procedure. 23 In cases where the man has stored sperm at a sperm bank, the spouse or partner may seek to obtain the frozen sperm after the man's death. Unlike the retrieval cases above, this sperm was deposited while the man was alive and with his consent. Several cases have been litigated in which the surviving partner has 18 .
Kerr, supra note 16, at 45.
19.
Id. at 39-40. In one case, the request was not from a wife or girlfriend, but rather from the decedent's mother. Nineteen-year-old Jeremy Ross died playing Russian Roulette; his mother had doctors keep Jeremy alive long enough to surgically remove his sperm so she might have grandchildren someday. Laura Dwyer, Note demanded the frozen sperm. Litigation may be needed because a number of clinics will not routinely release the sperm. A 1998 survey of 324 assisted reproductive technology (ART) clinics found that 45% of the responding clinics prohibited the use of frozen sperm by a widow or girlfriend after the man's death, while 35% of the clinics allowed such use. 24 In France, the Centers for the Study and Conservation of Sperm (CECOS) 25 received fifteen requests for postmortem insemination with frozen sperm between 1976 and 1984. 26 The first widely reported case seeking frozen sperm after the man's death was brought in France in Parpalaix v. CECOS in 1984. 27 Alain Parpalaix had deposited sperm with a CECOS sperm bank two years before his death in 1983, but had left no explicit instructions regarding its disposition. Alain's widow asked that the sperm be turned over to her; CECOS refused her request. The French court decided that Alain's intent should control regarding who should receive the sperm, 28 and gave the sperm to his widow whom he married two days before his death. 29 The court left open questions of filiation and inheritance; a later report indicated that the widow's attempt to have a child with the frozen sperm failed.
30
The next case to receive a considerable amount of publicity involved the attempt of an eccentric businessman, William Kane, 31 to leave his frozen sperm to his girlfriend, Deborah Hecht. In Hecht v. Superior Court, the California Court of Appeal held that Ms. Hecht's request to receive the sperm did not violate public policy, 32 and ordered that Kane's frozen sperm be turned over to her. 33 As in Parpalaix, the court found that the decedent had decision-making authority as to the sperm, and so his intent as to the disposition of the sperm should control.
34
In a third case involving a postmortem request for frozen sperm, Hall v. Fertility Institute of New Orleans, 35 the decedent's mother and executor moved for a preliminary injunction to prevent the decedent's girlfriend from obtaining his frozen sperm. The court determined that decedent's Act of Donation, purporting to give the sperm to his girlfriend, did not violate public policy, and should be upheld 24 As with postmortem retrieval of sperm, the American Society for Reproductive Medicine ("ASRM") has issued policy guidelines on when postmortem requests for frozen sperm should be granted. If the man has consented to the storage of his sperm, and has designated that it can be used for posthumous pregnancy, the ASRM concludes that "it would seem to be totally appropriate to honor this designation after [his] death in the absence of any adverse consequences to the living participants in the pregnancy or any expected children."
37 If the deceased denied permission to use his gametes for posthumous reproduction, ASRM concludes that a request by the surviving spouse to override that denial should not be honored.
38
The American Medical Association ("AMA") has also adopted guidelines on the use of sperm after the man's death. The AMA Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs provides in its Code of Medical Ethics that the frozen semen should not be used for purposes other than those originally intended by the donor. 39 Where the male donor left no instructions, the AMA advises that "it is reasonable to allow the remaining partner to use the semen for artificial insemination," but encourages the doctor to advise the man of this policy so that he has an opportunity to override it if he objects. 40 Practically speaking, after the frozen sperm has been obtained, three obstacles to postmortem conception still remain: the lower fertility rates using frozen gametes, the high cost of assisted reproductive techniques, and the difficulty of proving paternity. First, using frozen sperm rather than fresh leads to a drop in the number of viable sperm. 41 Artificial insemination 42 using frozen sperm has a success rate of between 8% and 10%, while using fresh sperm yields a success rate of between 16% and 18%. 43 conception is the cost. Artificial insemination costs about $300 to $700 per cycle 44 with many women undergoing three to six cycles before becoming pregnant or trying another technique such as in vitro fertilization ("IVF"). 45 If IVF is necessary, however, then the price tag is substantially higher, with a cost of between $8000 to $15,000 per cycle.
46
A third obstacle to a PMC child inheriting is the difficulty of proving paternity. In many cases a PMC child will not benefit from a presumption of paternity, not having been born within either 280 or 300 days of the father's death. 47 States such as Ohio require paternal acknowledgment or a court order during the father's lifetime, 48 thus precluding a PMC child from inheriting. A few other states require the paternity action to be filed within a short time of the father's death, thus effectively eliminating an action by a PMC child. 49 Many states, however, allow a child to prove paternity after the father's death without strict limits on when the action must be filed. 50 A complete discussion of all the obstacles to proving paternity, and whether a state's general paternity laws would be applied to a PMC child, is beyond the scope of this Article, but the reader should be aware of the problem.
51
In addition to a state's general paternity laws, a few states have enacted provisions specifically addressing PMC children. North Dakota provides that a person who dies before a conception using that person's sperm is not a parent of any resulting child. 52 At least six other states (Colorado, Delaware, Texas, Washington, Virginia, and Florida) provide that a PMC child generally does not inherit from the deceased parent unless a specific exception is met. In Colorado, Delaware, Texas and Washington, if a spouse dies before placement of eggs,
44.
Fertility sperm, or embryos, the deceased spouse is not a parent of the resulting child unless the deceased spouse consented in a record that if assisted reproduction were to occur after death, the deceased spouse would be a parent of the child. 53 Virginia does not recognize any person as the parent if the person dies before in utero implantation, whether or not the other gamete provider is the person's spouse. 54 Virginia, however, does recognize the decedent as the parent if the decedent consented to be a parent in writing before the implantation, 55 if the child is born within ten months of the parent's death. 56 Florida law also appears to preclude most claims: a child conceived from the egg or sperm of a person who died before the transfer of their eggs, sperm, or preembryos to a woman's body is not eligible for a claim against the decedent's estate unless the child has been provided for by the decedent's will. 57 Louisiana and Massachusetts, by contrast, have evidenced a desire to allow postmortem children to inherit. Louisiana allows a PMC child to inherit in cases where the decedent specifically authorized his spouse to use his gametes, and where the child is born within three years of the decedent's death.
58
A Massachusetts statute providing that "posthumous children shall be considered as living at the death of their parent" 59 has been held to allow PMC children to inherit if the decedent consented to postmortem conception and to support the resulting child. 60 Thus at least nine states 61 have dealt with the specific question of PMC children and inheritance, but they may still find some questions to litigate.
62
That leaves a majority of states with no clear law on the subject. A bill pending in California would add California Probate Code Sections 249.5 and 249.6 to allow a child conceived after the decedent's death to inherit providing certain conditions are met by clear and convincing evidence, and would prohibit any distribution of the decedent's property for two years after his death or six months subsequent to the birth of a child conceived after the decedent's death, whichever occurs first. A.B. 695.
62. For example, Florida creates an exception where the decedent provides for the child by will. But how specific must the provision be? Would a bequest "to my issue" suffice, or must there be shown an intent to include those conceived after the decedent's death? See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 742.17 (West 1997). Similarly, in Virginia, which requires the decedent to consent before implantation, how specific does the consent have to be? Does the decedent have to agree to provide for the child, as the Massachusetts court requires? See VA. CODE ANN. § 20-158(B) (Michie 1995).
The technology to produce PMC children currently exists. Thousands of men have frozen their sperm. 63 These frozen materials can survive for years after the deaths of the genetic parents and still be used successfully to produce children. Thus, it is theoretically possible to have many PMC children born each year. The many obstacles to bearing PMC children, such as the lower success rate with frozen gametes, the hurdles to obtaining the frozen material after one partner's death, the natural disinclination of many people to have children using the gametic material of someone already dead, and the high cost of proceeding in vitro, mean that we probably will not have many such children. We will, however, have some children conceived and born postmortem, and we need to address the problems associated with that phenomenon. The advent of new technology, such as artificial wombs, 64 frozen stem cells that can be used in the future to produce sperm or eggs, 65 and cloning, 66 may make it even easier for such children to be born.
While only a handful of American jurisdictions have enacted legislation on PMC children and inheritance, several multi-disciplinary task forces and committees have been formed in the United States and abroad to grapple with these issues and propose solutions. Three groups in the United States have recommended legislation be enacted that a child conceived after its parent's death should not inherit: the National Conference of Commissioners of Uniform State Laws (in 1988), the New York State Task Force on Life and the Law (in 1998), and the American Bar Association's Committee on the Laws of Assisted Reproductive Technologies and Genetics (in 1999). The National Conference approved the Uniform Status of Children of Assisted Conception Act ("USCACA"), 67 which provides in part that "an individual who dies before implantation of an embryo, or before a child is conceived other than through sexual intercourse, using the individual's egg or sperm, is not a parent of the resulting child."
68 This section was designed to "provide finality for determining parenthood of those whose genetic material is utilized in the procreation process after their death" and to "avoid the problems of intestate succession which could arise if the posthumous use of a person's genetic material could lead to the deceased being termed a parent." Garside, supra note 10, at 727.
Technologies. Task Force members included "leaders in the fields of law, medicine, nursing, philosophy, and bioethics, as well as patient advocates and representatives of diverse religious communities." 70 The Task Force recommended that the New York legislature enact a statute to "provide that an individual who dies before implantation of an embryo, or before a child is conceived other than through sexual intercourse, using the individual's egg or sperm, is not a parent of the resulting child." 71 In December 1999, the American Bar Association's Committee on the Laws of Assisted Reproductive Technologies and Genetics adopted a discussion draft of a "Model Assisted Reproductive Technologies Act." The proposed act provides that, in the absence of a testamentary document, if an intended parent dies before the embryo is transferred to the woman, the resulting child has no rights against the estate of the intended parent, and is not an heir. 72 The ABA discussion draft, however, may not cover our scenario since the definition of "intended parent" is stated as "an individual or couple, married or unmarried, who enter into a written or oral agreement with a donor, or gestational carrier under this Act providing that they intend to be legally bound as the parent of a child or children born through assisted conception." 73 The Restatement of the Law Third-Property: Wills & Other Donative Transfers has also proposed solutions to these issues. Rather than banning inheritance by a PMC child, the Restatement Third would allow inheritance where the child is "born within a reasonable time after the decedent's death in circumstances indicating that the decedent would have approved of the child's right to inherit." 74 A "clear case" of such approval would occur with "a child produced by artificial insemination of the decedent's widow with his frozen sperm."
75 Thus, the Restatement Third's proposal, unlike those of the USCACA, the New York Task Force, and the ABA Committee, would appear to routinely allow inheritance by PMC children, as long as the decedent had frozen his sperm before his death.
Other countries have concluded that PMC children should not inherit from a deceased parent. In Great Britain, the Committee of Inquiry Into Human Fertilisation and Embryology (commonly called the Warnock Committee after its chair, Dame Mary Warnock) issued a comprehensive report in 1984 following a two-year inquiry. The committee, concerned about "profound psychological problems for the child and the mother," 76 recommended that "the use by a widow In cases where the widow proceeded despite this caution, the committee recommended legislation to provide that any child born by AIH or IVF who was not in utero at the date of the death of its father should be disregarded for the purposes of succession to, and inheritance from, the latter. 78 Great Britain's Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act of 1990 accordingly provides that where the sperm of a man is used after his death, he is not to be treated as the father of the child. 79 French law goes further, banning the use of gametes (sperm, eggs, and embryos) for posthumous reproduction. 80 Three Australian states (Victoria, South Australia, and Western Australia) also ban the use of gametes from a person known to be dead. 81 The other Australian states do not have legislation, and a court in Tasmania has held that a frozen embryo, if later born alive, could inherit from its deceased parents. 82 In Canada, the Royal Commission on New Reproductive Technologies concluded that "embryos stored for a couple's own use should not be used to create a pregnancy after the death of either partner, regardless of the couple's stated intent." 83 The Commission expressed concern about issues of inheritance and the well-being of any resulting PMC children. 84 In addition, the Roman Catholic Church has recommended legislation banning postmortem conception. 85 While the uniform statutes and other countries' committees have generally recommended that sperm and eggs not be used after the donors' death, and have decided that, if such gametic material is used anyway, any resulting PMC child should not be allowed to inherit, a number of American legal commentators have come out the other way, urging that these children be allowed to inherit even if no specific provision is made for them in the testator's will. Several argue that a 77.
Id. § 10.9, at 55.
78.
Id. § 10. 86 Professor Leach was the first to offer a "draft opinion" in which a court could hold that the child was the legitimate issue of the decedent (provided the widow had not remarried) and thus eligible to inherit from his deceased father. If an issue arose regarding the Rule Against Perpetuities, the court could construe the term "life in being" as encompassing the period of the deceased husband's reproductive capacity, including any postmortem period during which his frozen sperm remained fertile. 87 Leach found no "visible inconvenience" in his proposal, because he hypothesized that the frozen sperm was not likely to last very long, probably equal to the normal life-span of most men.
88
In 1971, Winthrop Thies, in a widely cited article, followed Leach's proposal by suggesting a statute, the Uniform Rights of the Posthumously Conceived Child Act. 89 Thies' call for a Uniform Act allowing PMC children to inherit was prompted by the report of a successful pregnancy using frozen sperm earlier that same year.
90 Thies' article was the first in a long series of calls for Uniform Acts, typically suggesting that PMC children be entitled to inherit. While some articles recommended that the postmortem use of both sperm and embryos 91 or only embryos 92 should be banned, most articles are to the contrary, and urge that the resulting children be allowed to inherit. 98 that allows decedents to provide for PMC children. Most commentators seem to feel this unnecessary because a court is likely to enforce a will provision providing specifically for PMC children anyway. In addition, given the fact that few people execute any will, 99 it seems impractical to suggest yet another will. One article proposed written notice by the decedent of the intent to conceive posthumously, 100 while others would require that any man desiring postmortem conception accept the responsibility to support any resulting children.
101 One author points out that this solution might treat a posthumous child differently and more favorably than the decedent's other children; instead, she would favor legislation that the postmortem child inherit from the decedent but be treated the same as the decedent's other children. 102 One commentator, while hopeful, has turned out to be wrong: "The concern that posthumous reproduction complicates the administration of the decedent's estate rests on an illusion" that these children can later inherit. years. Four cases have addressed whether a PMC child is an "heir" under state law and thus entitled to Social Security benefits as a dependent of a deceased wage earner pursuant to 42 U.S.C. Section 402(d) of the Social Security Act.
103

III. CASE LAW CONFUSION
In 1994, in Hart v. Shalala, 104 the federal district court for the Eastern District of Louisiana was asked to decide if Judith Hart, conceived three months after her father's death using his frozen sperm, was entitled to inherit in intestacy under Louisiana law. 105 A previous administrative proceeding found that she was not an heir under Louisiana law, which required the heir to exist at the time of the decedent's death. 106 The Social Security Administration settled the case and awarded survivorship benefits. 107 109 concluded that the PMC children were entitled to inherit in intestacy under their states' laws, and thus could be awarded survivorship benefits. In the New Jersey case, Kolacy, twins were born eighteen months after their father's death, using sperm he had frozen after his diagnosis of leukemia. The court ruled that the twins were entitled to inherit in intestacy because of the state's general intent to enable children to take property from their parents and the clear and convincing evidence that the decedent was the twins' biological father. 110 The court found that such children should routinely be found to inherit, unless doing so would unfairly intrude on the rights of other persons or would cause serious problems in terms of the orderly administration of estates.
111
In Woodward, the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts ruled in January 2002 that under Massachusetts law, a child resulting from posthumous reproduction can inherit as "issue" in intestacy if the surviving parent demonstrates a genetic relationship between the child and the decedent, and the decedent affirmatively consented to posthumous conception and to support any resulting child. 112 Massachusetts law states that posthumous children shall be considered as living at the death of their parent. 113 In reaching the conclusion that PMC children should inherit in some circumstances, the court weighed three powerful state interests: the best interests of the children, the reproductive rights of the genetic parent, and the state's interest in orderly administration of estates. Most recently, in an Arizona case, the U.S. District Court was asked to decide if two children conceived by in vitro fertilization more than ten months after the decedent's death were entitled to inherit from his estate under Arizona state law, and thus eligible to receive child's survivor benefits under the Social Security Act. 115 The court noted that Arizona's intestate succession statutes provide for an after-born heir, but require that the child must be in gestation at the time of decedent's death. 116 Because the children were conceived long after the decedent's death, they were not entitled to inherit in intestacy and thus not eligible for Social Security benefits as his "survivors." 117 While no reported cases have addressed the issue of whether a PMC child can inherit under the decedent's will, that scenario is the next logical step. What effect will a PMC child, or the possibility of a PMC child due to the existence of frozen sperm, have on the decedent's will?
IV. THREE FUNDAMENTAL WILLS DOCTRINES & THEIR EFFECTS ON INHERITANCE
Can the issue of inheritance under a will for a PMC child be resolved using conventional wills doctrines? One possibility is the requirement of survival in Wills law. Does "survival"-the requirement that those inheriting not predecease the testator-imply a requirement that one be living at the time of the testator's death? 
116.
Id.
117.
118.
LUIGI MIRAGLIA, COMPARATIVE LEGAL PHILOSOPHY APPLIED TO LEGAL INSTITUTIONS § 514, at 771 (John Lisle trans., Augustus M. Kelley Publishers) (1968) (quoting an old German & French motto).
119. "Heirs" are those entitled by statute to receive a dead relative's property that is not disposed of by will. MELLINKOFF'S DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN LEGAL USAGE 282 (West 1992). For convenience, however, this Article uses "heir" to mean all those inheriting property, including by will, rather than using the phrase "heirs and devisees." 120. RUSS VERSTEEG, LAW IN THE ANCIENT WORLD § 1.05, at 9 (2002).
121.
Id. § 1.07, at 12.
share of their grandfather's estate. 122 The Greeks required survivorship in intestacy, with grandsons representing their deceased fathers and taking per stirpes, not per capita. 123 Roman law recognized wills in The Twelve Tables  124 in 451-50  B.C. 125 When the heir designated in the will did not survive the testator, intestacy would result.
126
The requirement of survivorship is so basic and has enjoyed such a longstanding history that little has been written on why it was adopted. The reason could be elemental: if society is attempting to give away a dead person's property, why give it to another dead person? Requiring survivorship could also be pragmatic. Ancient Egypt, which allowed inheritance both by intestacy and by will, required the eldest son to make funeral arrangements for his parents; if the eldest son was unable or unwilling to do so, another child could take over the obligations, and in return receive the eldest son's greater portion of the estate. 127 In ancient Greece, the near relatives who inherited the estate also had certain duties, such as performing last rites for the deceased, following the deceased to the grave site, and, if the decedent had been murdered, seeking justice against the killer.
128
Under Roman law, an heir was traditionally liable for all the debts of the deceased even when the debts exceeded the assets of the estate. 129 Frequently a person named as heir refused the inheritance or died before the testator, and so it was common to name several "heirs (substituti) who would take the inheritance if those previously named refused to do so or had died." 130 In all of these ancient societies, only a person alive at the time the decedent died could carry out these responsibilities.
The notion that those inheriting had reciprocal obligations to the decedent is found in early English law as well. In his Commentaries on English Common Law, Blackstone emphasized that an heir be capable of performing duties and, therefore, it was important that those inheriting real property be alive. 131 English common law had a number of mechanisms to ensure that those inheriting were alive at the time of distribution of the property, so that there would be no gaps in seisin for real property. One such mechanism was the rule of destructibility of contingent remainders. For example, suppose an estate were created "To Abelard for life, remainder to the eldest daughter of Buckingham 132.
Estates could be created in tail male (for male descendants of the designated ancestor) or in tail female (for female descendants of the designated ancestor). In the case of a tail female, only a daughter, granddaughter or great granddaughter (and so on) could before Buckingham's wife 133 had a daughter, the remainder would be void, even if Buckingham's wife, not pregnant at the time of Abelard's death, gave birth years later to a daughter. 134 If Buckingham's wife were pregnant at the time of Abelard's death, courts prevented the destruction of the contingent remainder if a daughter were born alive. 135 In this way, the common law ensured that someone would be alive and able to take the property on Abelard's death, or within nine months thereafter.
More recently, English and American commentators have abandoned the emphasis on the recipient's duties, and have instead focused on the decedent's personal autonomy and right to control both the decedent's property and the behavior of the decedent's family after death. John Locke saw inheritance as a form of control allowing decedents the power to bestow their estates on those who pleased them best.
136 Giving property to a child long dead would do nothing to change that child's behavior. Jeremy Bentham propounded more of a reliance theory of inheritance, especially for intestacy: he saw decedents as sharing their goods and property with those tied to them through kinship, marriage, or friendship. 137 Injustice would result if death took away the family's sole basis of support at the same time it took away their friend, spouse, or parent. Thus, in Bentham's view, intestacy was designed to give the family the share they were accustomed to receiving while the decedent was alive. 138 Only those surviving the decedent would need that support. Immanuel Kant defined inheritance as "a transfer of belongings and goods of someone who is dying to a survivor by the wills of both."
139 Kant asserted that it would be "absurd to think that someone who has died can still possess something after his death."
140 Because the heir must agree to accept the inheritance, the heir must be alive at the time of the testator's death.
From the requirement of survival we can infer a concomitant requirement that the heir must be alive at the time of the decedent's death. But This would necessitate a delay in distributing the estate, but only in cases where the widow was pregnant, and then for less than a year. 143 The common law recognized other situations where a child might be born years after the decedent's death in the case of a class gift, and thus developed the class-closing rules. These rules may hold the key to the solution for the postmortem conception child.
B. Class-Closing Rules and the PMC Child
At common law, a class could close in two ways: (1) upon the physiological or natural closing of the class, or (2) the artificial closing of the class due to the rule of convenience. 144 If a testator's will left his property to A's children, the class would close physiologically when A, the person who could produce the class members, died.
145 With the advent of assisted reproductive technology, it is now possible to have a child years after one's death, so that the natural closing of the class no longer coincides with the death of the named parent. One option, however, is to apply the first rule, and close the class of the testator's children on his death even in cases where he has left frozen sperm. This is certainly the simplest solution, but goes against some of the policies underlying the class-closing rules.
The class-closing rule commonly called the "rule of convenience" attempted to balance three conflicting concerns. First, the common law assumed that the testator, by using a class term rather than naming individual beneficiaries, intended to include all possible members of the class.
146 Second, the common law assumed that a testator would usually prefer that distribution be effected as soon as possible. 147 And the third assumption was that a testator would not want any part of the gift to lapse or fail in some other way such as by violating the Rule Against Perpetuities.
148 Thus, the rule of convenience provided a mechanism to distribute the devise to the class, even in instances where it was still theoretically possible for more members of the class to be born later.
141.
WATSON, supra note 126, at 176 (noting that intestacy could result where the devisee named in the will did not survive the testator).
142. BLACKSTONE, supra note 131, at 352. This was fortunate for Blackstone, himself a posthumous child. Id. at 3.
143.
Id. at 197-98. The heir presumptive could ask for an inspection of the widow to determine if she were pregnant. If the conclusion was that she was not pregnant, then the heir presumptive would take the inheritance, but could lose it on the birth of a child within forty weeks of the husband's death. Id he testator is considered to intend the objects of his bounty to be ascertained at as early a period as possible.").
148. SIMES, supra note 135, at 208.
The basic rule of convenience provides that the class will close whenever any member of the class is entitled to immediate possession and enjoyment of his or her share.
149 While this is a rule of construction and not a rule of law, and is not applied where the testator has evidenced contrary intent, the rule is "adhered to more closely than any other rule of construction."
150 Once the class is closed, no person can be added to the class. Thus, suppose that T's will makes a devise of $10,000 to a class of persons, such as the children of B. If B has a child when the testator dies, the class closes and that child alone takes as devisee, even though B is alive and can have more children. However, if B has no children at the time of the testator's death, then the class does not close. "Since the testator must have known there were no class members alive at his death, it is assumed the testator intended all class members, whenever born, to share." 151 The practical nature of the rule of convenience is apparent when comparing an immediate gift to a class (for example, $10,000 to B's children) with a gift of a specific sum to each member of the class (for example, $10,000 apiece to each child of C). If a gift of a "specific sum is given to each member of the class, the class closes at the death of the testator regardless of whether any members of the class are then alive."
152 This allows the administrator of the estate to know how much to set aside for C's children. 153 If we allowed the estate to remain open until C's death, what amount should the administrator set aside? C might have one child, ten children, or no children. Consequently at common law the class immediately closed in the case of a gift of a specific sum, even though C might later have children.
The rule of convenience may provide the best non-legislative solution in cases where a man has died leaving a will and frozen sperm. The common law has recognized for centuries that leaving open an estate on the remote chance that a child might be born years or decades hence is not efficient or fair to existing 149 beneficiaries. While the common law was willing to make an exception for nine months in the case of a widow known to be pregnant at the time of the decedent's death, in most other cases the common law insisted that the class be closed.
Applying the rule of convenience to the PMC child, we see that there are at least five possible scenarios: (1) the father's will expressly includes PMC children in its terms; (2) the will devises something to "my children" and there are children at the father's death; (3) the will devises something to "my children" but the decedent has no children at death; (4) the will is silent on children; and (5) the will devises a remainder (rather than an immediate gift) to the decedent's children. With the common law's three goals in mind, we can attempt to apply the classclosing rules to these five scenarios.
1. The decedent's will expressly devises a gift to "my postmortem children." Where the testator has expressly included PMC children in his will, the estate should stay open in case such children are born. The common law provided that the rule of convenience was a rule of construction, and, therefore, should not be applied where the testator has evidenced contrary intent. By expressly including "my PMC children," the testator has indicated that he does not want the class to close on his death. Several legal commentators have expressed the view that not only should these provisions be upheld but under current legal doctrine they most likely would be upheld. 2. The will devises an immediate gift to "my children," and the testator (T) has children at death. The common law would close the class, and not wait to see if children are born years later. Should we allow the rule of convenience to apply, even in a case where T has frozen sperm? Does the fact that T has frozen gametes evidence an intent to have children after death? Possibly, but in many cases, no such intent can be inferred. There are many reasons a person might decide to store genetic material that have nothing to do with postmortem reproduction. Many men use cryopreservation because of illness, or because they are getting older and fear a loss of potency, or already have fertility problems.
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They may desire children, but do not necessarily want them postmortem. In some instances, the decedent has not frozen the gametes himself; rather, the sperm has been harvested after death, or when the man was in a persistent vegetative state. Thus, if a court is construing a will that does not specifically provide for postmortem children where the decedent has frozen sperm but has not indicated that such material should be used after his death, the class should close and only the decedent's living children should inherit. In this scenario, the assumption that T intended to include all children whenever born is quite weak, and outweighed by the common law assumption that the property should be distributed as soon as possible.
3. The will devises an immediate gift to "my children," and T has no children at death, but has cryopreserved his sperm. In this instance, T's intent is more difficult to ascertain. As with the second scenario, the mere fact that T has frozen sperm does not necessarily mean a desire for postmortem reproduction. However, if that is not T's intent, then why the reference in T's will to his children? Perhaps the will language has been inserted in case T has children before his death. T may have been trying to have children but died before his partner became pregnant. Ordinarily, the rule of convenience would not apply here, at least where the testator has devised property to another's children. But what should we do where the testator has devised property to his own (currently nonexistent) children? If we decide that these future children should inherit, is it fair to include these children but exclude those in scenario two? As a practical matter, courts will most likely routinely close the class and distribute the estate, unless the testator's widow or girlfriend asserts that she plans to have children using the decedent's frozen sperm.
4. The will is silent on children. Should a PMC child take as an omitted child? Typically, an omitted child statute provides that a child born or adopted after the execution of the testator's will is entitled to a share of the estate, absent evidence that the omission was intentional. 158 In many states, the intent to omit must appear in the will itself. 159 Many jurisdictions, however, provide that the omitted child does not take a share where the will devises all or substantially all of the estate to the parent of the omitted child. 160 Thus, if the decedent's will stated, "I expressly leave nothing to any child born from my frozen sperm," then that FERTILITY & STERILITY 889 (1996) But what if the decedent's will gives all his property to his sister or to a charity or some other entity, and says nothing about children? Should we allow a PMC child to take as an omitted child? The rationale behind the omitted child statutes seems to be missing in the case of the PMC child. Omitted child statutes are generally based on the premise that failure to mention a child in the will was an oversight. 161 If the child has not been conceived at the time of the decedent's death, is it fair to infer that the decedent "forgot" to update his will to include the child? 162 5. The will devises a life estate to the decedent's spouse, and the remainder to the decedent's children. At common law, the class would not close at the decedent's death, even if the decedent had children at the time, because no child was entitled to immediate distribution-the remainder could not be distributed to the children until the life estate was over. Thus, the class was allowed to increase until the time of distribution. Because "distribution of a class gift is postponed . . . there is commonly no inconvenience involved in permitting the class to increase until the time of distribution."
163 As long as the widow is alive, it does not hurt to "wait and see" if any more children are produced, and then divide up the remainder. In this sense, such a devise would be similar to a devise of a life estate to one's surviving spouse or children followed by a remainder to the decedent's grandchildren, where the class could easily increase or decrease as grandchildren are born or die. While the decedent's widow can upset the shares of existing children by producing more children, this is no different from many other class bequests.
By applying the rule of convenience, we have three scenarios in which the class might remain open to include PMC children: where the will expressly includes "my postmortem children"; where the will gives an immediate gift to "my children" but the testator has none; and where the will gives a life estate to someone (usually T's wife or girlfriend) with a remainder in T's children. There are, moreover, three scenarios where the class would close immediately on the testator's death and exclude any PMC children: where the will gives an immediate gift to "my children" and the testator already has children at his death; where the will gives a specific sum to each class member; or where the will expressly excludes all PMC children. One final scenario, where the will devises all T's 161.
Id. at 130; Estate of Torregano, 352 P. 2d 505, 513 (Cal. 1960) (stating that "[s]ince its origin as a state, California has continuously protected both spouse and children (and to some extent, grandchildren) from unintentional omission from a share in testator's estate").
162. In addition to the "omitted child" statutes, some states also provide for a child omitted from the will because the decedent believed the child to be dead or was unaware of the child's birth. See, e.g., CAL. PROB. CODE § 21622 (West 2003). Such a statute requires the petitioner to prove that, at the time of execution of the decedent's will or trust, the decedent failed to provide for a living child solely because of this erroneous belief, and thus would not apply to a PMC child. Estate of Della Sala, 86 Cal. Rptr. 2d 569 (1999).
163. SIMES, supra note 135, at 209.
property to others and is silent on children, depends on an individual state's "omitted child" law but arguably should not include the PMC child.
Would the results outlined above carry out the common law's three basic assumptions? The first assumption, that the testator wants to include all possible class members, can be accomplished by always leaving the class open, but the common law chose not to do that, usually because of the second assumption: that T would want distribution to take place as soon as possible. By closing the class in the scenario where T has children at death and has made an immediate gift to "my children," this second goal is accomplished. It is also accomplished in the case of a gift of a specific sum to each class member, in which the common law would close the class whether the testator had children or not.
That leaves us with the third common law assumption, that the gift not violate the dreaded Rule Against Perpetuities. The rule provides that "[n]o interest is good unless it must vest, if at all, not later than twenty-one years after some life in being at the creation of the interest." 164 The rule applies to all class gifts, requiring the class to close and all conditions precedent to vest, or fail, within the period of the rule. 165 Under traditional common law analysis, leaving the class open to include postmortem children could be a problem. In the three scenarios in which our application of the rule would hold the class open for PMC children (express language in the will, an immediate gift "to my children" but T has no children, and the "life estate to spouse/ remainder to children" scenario), none would violate the common law rule if the mother of the PMC children is a life in being at T's death. We can then use T's widow or girlfriend as the measuring life; since all of T's children will be born within her lifetime, the rule would not be violated. But as any law student knows, the common law Rule Against Perpetuities was anything but logical and reality-based. With such rules as "the fertile octogenarian" 166 and "the unborn widow," 167 the common law worried about any possibility, however remote, that the interests would not vest or fail within the perpetuities period. Using the common law assumptions, it is theoretically possible that a woman born after the testator's death could be the mother of his children, if she somehow got access to his frozen sperm and was able to prove paternity. Thus, in a strict common law jurisdiction, gifts to PMC children would always fail, since the class cannot be certain to close within a life in being plus twenty-one years. Even worse, under the "all or nothing" rule, 168 virtually any devise in a will to the testator's children would be void, even in cases where the testator had children alive at his death. 169 To avoid this drastic result, however, perhaps a traditional common law state would be willing to assume that the testator's widow or girlfriend is the only one able to have his children, and thus use her as a life in being. An unborn person attempting to have T's children using his frozen sperm would almost certainly be barred from making a claim on behalf of the unborn children by the Statute of Limitations in the jurisdiction, which typically requires claims to be made before a final order of distribution is granted.
Most American states today do not follow the common law Rule Against Perpetuities. Twenty-six states and the District of Columbia have adopted the Uniform Statutory Rule Against Perpetuities, finding an interest that violates the common law rule valid if it actually vests within ninety years of its creation. 170 Some states have adopted the "wait-and-see" rule, in which the interest is valid if it actually vests or fails to vest in a timely manner, 171 while a few states have abolished the Rule Against Perpetuities entirely. 172 Thus, in a majority of American jurisdictions, the Rule Against Perpetuities would not be a factor in determining at the outset whether any PMC children should inherit from the decedent.
With the Rule Against Perpetuities removed from the equation, we can still balance the common law's first two assumptions: that the testator intends to benefit all potential members of the class, and secondly that the distribution be made as soon as possible after the testator's death. In many cases, the evidence that the testator desires PMC children to inherit will be inconclusive: a reference to "children" in the testator's will, or frozen sperm with no directions on what to do with the sperm after the testator's death. The evidence of the testator's intent is so weak that it should not be sufficient to overcome the second assumption. Rather than hold the estate open for many years on the off-chance that another child will be born, the class should close and the estate be distributed.
C. The Parol Evidence Rule and Wills
A final Wills doctrine should also be considered here: the assumption that a will is the final expression of the testator's intent on how he wishes his estate to be distributed. Because "the best evidence of the testator's intent, the testator, is dead when the will is probated," 173 courts have "traditionally been reluctant to allow extrinsic evidence in interpreting wills." 174 A request by the testator's widow or girlfriend that the estate be held open to include possible PMC children may well require the admission of considerable evidence to determine the testator's there was a devise to a class which was valid under the Rule, but then followed by a gift over of the share of each member of the class to his children, issue, or the like. Id. We have already discussed the first exception, finding that the class would close immediately on the testator's death. The second exception is beyond the scope of this Article.
170 intent. Certain evidence would be difficult to fabricate and thus would likely be admitted: for example, whether the testator already had children when the will was executed, or whether the testator cryopreserved his sperm before his death. In Massachusetts, evidence that the decedent intended to support his PMC child is also required in order for the child to be determined his heir, 175 requiring still more parol evidence of the decedent's wishes and intentions. However, this type of evidence, regarding why the testator froze his sperm, or what he meant by the term "children" in his will, or whether he intended to support a PMC child, is precisely the kind of evidence courts are reluctant to consider. 176 In order to protect the right of the testator to leave his property as he wishes, such evidence, unless in the will itself, should be excluded. 177 Without this additional evidence, the mere fact that the testator froze his sperm does not convey much information as to his intent; in a vast number of cases, men freeze their sperm for their own use while they are alive, and we simply do not know their thinking about possible inheritance by a PMC child. 178 Thus, absent clear instructions in the will itself, such as a devise to "my PMC children," or similar evidence, the estate should not be held open indefinitely to include a potential child born years after the testator's death.
V. CONCLUSION
With thousands of men freezing their sperm for their own later use, the potential exists for a child to be born years after his father's death. Should these postmortem children inherit? In most American jurisdictions, neither courts nor legislatures have resolved this issue. Traditional common law rules support the conclusion that such children should not routinely inherit under their fathers' wills. The centuries-old doctrine that one must survive the decedent in order to inherit underscores our understanding that a testator typically provides for those he knows. As one court recently stated, the requirement that heirs must survive the decedent is "indicative that they must be in existence at the time of the decedent's death." 179 Even in cases where a testator has used a class term in order to include those born after his death, we should not rush to assume that the testator intends to include his postmortem children. In most cases, the common law assumptions that the class should close and that distribution be effected as soon as possible will trump the scant evidence that the testator might have wanted a PMC child to inherit. Finally, in order to protect the testator's right to devise his property by will, extrinsic evidence of his intentions and desires should be carefully examined. In most cases, courts should conclude that the remote possibility that a PMC child might be born should not be considered in distributing the decedent's estate.
